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Short Term, Mid-Term, Long-Term Behavior  

Why it matters: When you ask an aging parent “How are you feeling?”, a typical response is “I’m fine.”  
Today’s seniors often don’t want to burden their children with day to day issues and come from a 
generation strong on independence.  “I’m fine” doesn’t really help answer the question of “How’s 
Mom?”   Real questions about health typically fall into 3 distinct categories: “How are you feeling 
now?”; “Do you think you might be coming down with something?”; “Have you noticed any changes in 
[pick one] over the past few months?”  These roughly translate into: “What’s the last 24 hours look like 
compared to my norms?” [short-term]; “Is there a trend over the past several days?” [mid-term]; “Is 
there a shift or change over the past several months or years?” [long-term].   When we ask our parent 
“How are you feeling?” wouldn’t it be nice to get a translation of “I’m fine” into: “Your mother didn’t 
sleep well last night and over the past 4 days has not been as active, is spending more time in bed, and is 
using the restroom frequently.”  Wouldn’t it be nice if the paid home care provider had the same 
information before their weekly visit so they could follow up with specific questions to address a 
potential health concern before “I’m fine” becomes “I told you I wasn’t feeling well”.  
 
Background: The Birkeland Current system utilizes high temporal, spatial, and energy use change 
detection to autonomously identify and quantify movement of specific individuals within a home or 
facility.  The examples shown below are from a series of 2017 in-home and commercial facility pilot 
projects.  These examples include an active senior living with family and recovering from hip surgery, 
and a single disabled senior adult in an urban apartment.  Low cost sensors throughout the home 
include bed sensors, flush sensors, light sensors, temperature sensors, and plug level energy sensors.  
Each of the Birkeland Current devices also serves as a detection node in the Real Time Location System 
(RTLS) and is able to detect individual ‘tags’ to accurately monitor an individual’s location.  In addition to 
movement metrics for an individual, the system can also correlate an activity (i.e. shower/ clothes 
washing/ TV watching) with an individual’s proximity to the device thereby assigning the activity to an 
individual.  Finally, the system can correlate proximity between individuals to show meetings or 
common activity.   
 
Short Term Example: Figure 1 below shows an example of a single day of correlated mobility, room, and 

TV usage for a senior living with her son and daughter-in-law while recovering from hip surgery.  

Although this is a complex graphical representation this non-the-less represents a small amount of the 

data available from the system.  In this case, we are highlighting the rooms the mother frequents most 

and just the TV usage in her bedroom and in the living room.  Only the mother is tagged (on her walker).  

She is alone in the house during the day.  

The dark orange line represents the cumulative distance she traveled as a function of time throughout 

the day.  Gaps in this would represent her being outside of the home.  Rest periods show as horizontal 

sections of this orange line.  The plot starts and ends at midnight covering a single day.  The dotted 

orange curve represents the slope of the movement on an hourly running average.  The horizontal 

colored lines represent the times she was present in a specific room (bedroom, bathroom, kitchen, living 

room) or when the TV was on in the living room or her bedroom.   

At this level, we can immediately identify certain information from the data:  She awoke around 7 am; 

She was up around 2:45 am and moved about in her room including turning on the TV for about an 

hour; When she was moving, her rate of movement decreased throughout the day; she remained in her 

room most of the time except when she was alone in the house and watched her TV in her room instead 
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of joining whoever was watching TV in the living room in the evening; She rested in her room for about 

1.5 hours during the day and was likely napping from lack of movement or TV use; She visited the 

restroom 6 times during the day including one long period in the morning which (from separate data on 

hot water use) correlates to a shower or bath; Her times in the kitchen reflect typical meal times and 

could be further correlated to refrigerator openings or appliance usage.   

This single day of data would allow the following response to “How’s Mom?”; “Her eating, bathrooming, 

and mobility appear normal.  Her sleeping was disrupted during the night and although she appears to 

have had a nap in the afternoon, she may have been tiring throughout the day based on her average 

rate of movement.”   

If this was not stand alone data but part of multiple weeks of data, this daily assessment would be made 

against a baseline that is specific to her typical behavior.  For example, it may be a rare event for her to 

watch TV in the middle of the night or to nap in the day time or to watch 5 hours of TV or to only walk 

320 meters per day.  

 

Figure 1: A single day of combined mobility, location, and selected device data 

Mid-Term Example: Figure 2 shows a graphic similar to Figure 1.  In this case, the subject is confined to a 

wheel chair and living alone.  The time period of this plot was chosen to show a total time of 10 

consecutive days with each day being presented in the same fashion as shown in Figure 1 just on a scale 

relevant to mid-term health trending analytics. This classic V pattern in the total daily movement and 

mobility factor represents a significant mid-term trend.  In this case, the subject slept almost the entire 

day on November 3rd and into Nov 4th.  On November 3rd the subject slept until noon, used the restroom 

and kitchen, and left the home.  Upon return to the home, they used the restroom and immediately 
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went back to bed until about 6 am the following morning (bed sensors and CPAP machine sensor 

confirm sleeping during this time).  From the plotted data it is clear that this was a detectable trend over 

the 4 days preceding.  The answer to the question “How’s Mom?” on 11/3 would be: “Your mother is 

not doing well.  She has been asleep most of the day.  Her movement suggests that she has been getting 

significantly less active over the past several days.”  Asking the question on 11/9 the response might be: 

“Your mother has significantly improved since 11/3 and is back to her normal movement and sleep 

patterns.”  

                                     

Figure 2: A 10 day example of combined mobility and location data 

Stepping back we can see some additonal information from this plot: There is typically no horizontal line 

prior to midnight each night showing that this person typically goes to bed after midnight;  On several 

days, the start of sleep is well after midnight as shown by the initial horizontal part of of the daily plots; 

this individual leaves the home each day as shown by the gaps in the daily plots [note that the system 

corrects for the time out of the home by adding in a cumulative movement factor based on time away 

and average rate of movement prior to leaving the home]; with few exceptions there are no ‘rest’ 

periods except for a one time per day sleep period.  

Long-Term Example: Figure 3 shows the average hours of sleep per night sleep for each week for 2017 

for subject M1J.  Added to this data is a best fit polynomial trend line showing a drop off in average 
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nightly sleep time by approximately .6 hours starting in August.  This represents an almost 10% 

reduction in nightly sleep time.  By itself this metric may not provide a sufficient indicator of an issue, 

but could provide enough concern to warrant a follow up discussion with a care provider or suggest a 

need to look for other changes in behavior that may be the cause.  Additional metrics to review might 

include looking for instances of interrupted sleep, night time bathroom changes, sleep start time 

changes, sleep stop time changes.  Typically, sleep start is a variable but sleep stop time is controlled 

through an alarm for individuals still in the work force.  A review of weekday versus weekend patterns 

may also be warranted.  

 


